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Before you can start making extracts, there are a few things that you need to know. Basic terms:

The terms that are listed here are the terms that are going to be used to describe the consistency of

your extract; however, you may realize that some of these terms are also used when looking at the

name of the extract. Live resin: this is the extract that you will take from a fresh plant rather than a

dried plant Crumble: chunks of dried extract or plant Shatter: an extract that is hard and candy-like

Wax: extract that is stretchy and going to stick together even after it has cooled Cannabis extracts

Many of the extracts that we are going to discuss in this section are going to be listed later on in the

audiobook with the process in which you are going to be able to follow to make that particular

extract. Kief: A powdery dust that can be smoked on its own but is going to burn quickly. Hash:

Substantial chunks of extract. One of the oldest methods known for making extracts. Bubble hash:

The same as the regular hash. The process for making bubble hash is one of the safest out there.

ISO Hash (Isopropyl alcohol): A mix between a tarry oil and shatter. Be careful with this one

because there may be a hint of chemicals left over in your extract. BHO (Butane Hash oil): This oil

will be somewhere between a waxy oil all the way up to a hard shatter. You should always test your

BHO before you smoke it to make sure there is no butane left over on the extract. CO2 Oil: Your

result for CO2 oil will be either a liquid you use for a vape pen or wax. This is one of the more costly

techniques for making extracts. Budder: Soft butter like substance that will crumble. Your budder

may yield a lower THC content than other methods that you can use. Tincture: This is going to result

in a concoction of alcohol and cannabinoids. Tinctures are typically used for medicine due to the

use of food grade alcohol being used in the extraction process. Rosin: You will either get a clean oil

or a shatter like substance with the rosin extraction process. Due to the fact that it gives a decent

product, rosin is one of the more popular methods to use when making extracts. Rick Simpson Oil

(RSO): A stick tar is going to be left over from the process once you have finished it. RSO contains

a higher level of cannabinoids and is found to be effective as a topical ointment.
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This is not simply a cannabis book of recipes but also a guide to the proper usage and

understanding of the straits of cannabis. A really well written book full of facts about cannabis. I had

to continue reading the rest of the book and I am certainly shocked by what a lot of usefulness there

is in cannabis. Great book.

This is an excellent introductory book about medical cannabis. It gives the novice reader/patient a

lot of information that reconciles the underground terminology to the above ground lingo - so to

speak. Although it remains to be seen just how much the corporate world - ready and set to take

control of this emerging market, truly understands the intricacies associated with this unique

medicinal plant. Highly recommended to all involved, or contemplating becoming involved, in

medicinal cannabis;

The book is worthy of attention! All of the things, tips and guides that I need to know about

Marijuana Extraction are already included and well written inside. All written very clear and you will

not have any problems to produce at home cannabis butter or cannabis oil. The author is very

knowledgeable and provides all of the information anyone who wants to extract cannabis needs to

know. I highly recommend this book to all.

The book for cannabis is really helpful for those who did not know how to use it or what benefit can

get from this. I thought that cannabis are very harmful for our health but after reading this book I've

learned that depending on our own tolerance is how high is going to last. I like this book because it

explains the use and benefits of the cannabis itself and how to avoid harmful effects while using it.

It is a very interesting guide on cannabis. Here you will find what you can do from this plant and how

to do it. All written very clear and you will not have any problems to produce at home cannabis



butter or cannabis oil. Even if you don't plan to grow cannabis at home, this book will be educative

for you and will give you a lot of non-common information.

Wow what an enourmous amount of great information here in a great guide to making your own

extracts. Great step by step information ad safety precauction information all included here.

It was an excellent book for Cannabis Extracts.You will learn from this: What Exactly are Cannabis

Extracts?Uses for Cannabis and Cannabis ExtractsCannabis Need to KnowCannabis OilMaking

DabsHow to Make CannabutterCannabis EdiblesRick Simpson Oil (RSO)Much, much more! Highly

recommended for everyone!!

Awesome book. I like this book. It is a very interesting guide on cannabis. Here you will find what

you can do from this plant and how to do it. All written very clear and you will not have any problems

to produce at home cannabis butter or cannabis oil. I highly recommend this book.
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